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Encompass Interiors–Offering The Substance of Style
McDonough, GA/Roseville, MN–(September 2015)–Encompass Interiors, a division of Encompass
Group, LLC, helps clients improve the safety and performance of their facilities by creating more
appealing, more efficient, more homelike environments. How an environment feels to patients and
residents of any healthcare facility is a major factor in shaping their sense of well-being. People in
attractive, reassuring surroundings consistently rate the quality of their care higher on satisfaction
surveys.
Encompass Interiors works exclusively in the healthcare industry, specializing in independent living
environments, assisted living, memory support and care units, dementia units, skilled nursing units,
and transitional care units.
Encompass Interiors’ years of focused experience gives their award-winning design teams a significant
advantage in creating and delivering optimum healthcare environments. Many of the Encompass
Interior Designers are Certified Interior Designers.
“We know how to apply colors, patterns, glare-factor reduction techniques, and other design details to
compensate for the varying visual acuity levels in seniors,” said Nick Mattson, Managing Director of
Encompass Interiors. “We know what furniture options are ergonomically and dimensionally suited to
residents, and what products maintain the look and feel of a residential environment while delivering
the durability and performance a demanding healthcare environment requires. We’re masters in the
use of artwork, design accents and accessories that are age and locale appropriate for a facility’s
residents. We deliver cohesive designs that create warm, welcoming spaces for residents, families,
and caregivers.”
With industry-specific requirements, and complex local, state, and federal regulations, healthcare
design can be especially challenging. Encompass Interiors offers services that see clients through the
entire process of budget planning, concept development, finish selection, space planning, furniture
selection, documentation, window treatment design, drapery fabrication, selection of artwork and
accessories, overall project management, and complete installation.
“Our longstanding relationships with leading health care vendors allows us to give our clients a wide
range of choices, and the volume of our buying helps ensure the lowest possible prices. We offer our
own Encompass Interiors furniture lines – all made in the United States. To help guarantee error-free
installations, we use a state-of-the-art estimating program (Callidus) to quantify product requirements
and produce color-coded material floor plans for clients and installers,” said Mattson.
For nearly a century, Encompass has been helping healthcare organizations create environments
in which every patient, resident, caregiver and family member feels safer and more comfortable.
At Encompass, we know that better care starts with safety and comfort.
For more information visit http://encompassinteriors.com, email nick.mattson@encompassgroup.net
or call (651) 646-6600.
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